2022 Year in Review

You ensure the NAE can provide leadership in a world of accelerating change. Thank you!

By the numbers

$4.81 Million Raised in 2022

$2.15M Unrestricted Funds

$1.36M Programs

$699K Endowment

$603K Planned Giving

Leadership in a World of Accelerating Change

Last year the NAE launched the public phase of a first-of-its-kind $100 million comprehensive fundraising campaign. It will take the entire Academy community to ensure the success of this effort.

Watch the call to action video at www.nae.edu/acceleratingchange.

Campaign Progress

$54,600,000 of our $100,000,000 goal!

54.6%

(As of December 31, 2022)
Your support in action

Because of your generosity, NAE programming and initiatives make a real difference.

Thank you for the opportunity to be an EngineerGirl Ambassador. This experience has been life changing for me. Without the chance to meet women like members of the National Academy of Engineering, I would not feel ready to choose what I want to study in college and beyond. The connections that came from this program were nowhere else to be found.

2021 EngineerGirl Ambassador

Collaboration has played a critical role in my career as an engineer and its importance to the future of the field can't be understated. We made our recent donation to the Beckman Center Endowment to ensure the NAE has a bicoastal presence that strengthens our internal and external collaboration for the next generation of engineering leaders.

Ross (NAE ’02) and Stephanie Corotis

The ability to network with the brightest engineers and scientists from around the country was an invaluable part of my FOE experience. As a result, I shifted my research to address global problems from a wider lens which has paid off for my students and me. As a monthly-recurring donor to FOE, I contribute not only as a token of appreciation for its impact on my career but also to help support future attendees.

Hussam Mahmoud (US FOE ’15)

Looking ahead

As a member of our community, you will continue to play a critical role in the future of the NAE.

We are truly grateful for the generosity that our members, friends, and partners have shown over the past year. However, there is still work to do and it will take the entire NAE community’s support to ensure the success of the Campaign for Leadership in a World of Accelerating Change.

Join us as we look to build on last year’s momentum by continuing to align NAE programming efforts to focus on the culture, systems, and people of engineering. Together, we can achieve the future the engineering profession needs.